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Abstract—This paper proposes a new decentralized restoration scheme in order to realize efficient coordinated restoration of the coupled transmission and distribution (TS-DS) system. First, considering the separated operation of the TS operator (TSO) and DS operators (DSOs) and to avoid the TSO data processing burden, the TS-DS system is divided into several subsystems according to their physical connection. Then, in order to implement the independent but coordinated decision-making of the subsystems, a decentralized decision-making framework is constructed by model decoupling and iterative interaction between TS and DS. Furthermore, for the sake of the convergence of the iterative process with non-convex models, a new decentralized optimization method is developed to obtain the optimal coordinated restoration strategy of the TS-DS system. The proposed decentralized restoration scheme achieves independent decision-making of the TSO and DSOs in the coupled TS-DS system, and solves the non-convergence problem of the decentralized optimization method. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated using two IEEE standard test systems and a real-world power system.
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NOMENCLATURE

A. Indices

- $i$: Index of nodes number
- $j$: Index of distribution system number
- $l, k, z$: Indices of inner, outer and the third loops
- $n, m$: Indices of bus number

B. Sets

- $N_G$: Set of nodes with generation $\{1, \ldots, l_G\}$
- $N_{TS}$: Set of transmission system (TS) buses $\{1, \ldots, n_{TS}, n_{DS}\}$
- $N_{TL}$: Set of nodes with transmission loads $\{1, \ldots, l_{TL}\}$
- $N_{DS}$: Set of distribution system (DS) buses $\{1, \ldots, n_{DS}\}$
- $N_{DL}$: Set of nodes with distribution loads $\{1, \ldots, l_{DL}\}$
- $N_{DG}$: Set of nodes with DGs $\{1, \ldots, l_{DG}\}$
- $N_{RE}$: Set of RES nodes in the TS $\{1, \ldots, l_{RE}\}$
- $Dis$: Set of DS number $\{1, \ldots, J_{Dis}\}$

C. Parameters

- $p_{TL}$, $q_{TL}$: Active, reactive power of transmission load
- $p_{DL}$, $q_{DL}$: Active, reactive power of distribution load
- $c_{DL}$: Weighting coefficient of distribution load
- $\beta$: Lagrangian multiplier updating parameter
- $B_{max}$: Maximum boundary power between TS and DS
- $\theta_{max}$: The maximum value of the phase angle difference
- $d$: Distance between tangent points

D. Variables

- $\Delta$: The maximum value of the phase angle difference
- $\varepsilon$: Frequency response rate of generator
- $h$: The number of hyperplanes in the cosine polyhedron
- $\Delta f_{max}$: Maximum frequency deviation
- $V_{max}$, $V_{min}$: Lower and upper limits of voltage
- $R$: Ramp rate of generator
- $g, b$: Conductance and susceptance of TS line
- $\omega$: Resistance and reactance of DS branch
- $S$: Capacity of generator
- $P_{DG}$: Maximum and minimum output of DG
- $P_{DG}^*$: Response variable with a fixed value
- $P_{DG, max}$: Maximum frequency deviation
- $P_{DG, min}$: Minimum frequency deviation
- $P_{DG, 1}$, $P_{DG, 2}$: Target variables of DG
- $P_{DG, 1}$, $P_{DG, 2}$: Response variables of DG
- $P_{G, max}$, $P_{G, min}$: Maximum and minimum initial output of generator
- $P_{DG, max}$, $P_{DG, min}$: Target variables of DG
- $v, w$: Lagrangian multipliers
- $\alpha$: Frequency response rate of generator
- $x_{TL}$: Transmission load pick-up binary variables
- $x_{DL}$: Distribution load pick-up binary variables
- $\phi$: Target variables of DG
- $\theta_{max}$: The maximum value of the phase angle difference
- $\eta$: Distance between tangent points
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bulk power system restoration after complete or partial system collapse is an extensive and far-reaching problem that is essential to grid resilience [1], [2]. According to the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) reports, about 72% of the restoration process was delayed due to coordination problems between different entities in the power system [3]. Therefore, the coordination between different entities is imperative to improve the bulk system restoration efficiency. In the existing practice, the transmission system operator (TSO) is generally responsible for controlling and coordinating restoration strategies after a blackout [4]. In the restoration process, each distribution system (DS) is regarded as a ‘passive’ load block which waits for power supply from the transmission system (TS), and the distribution system operator (DSO) follows the instructions from the TSO. Being limited by the ‘passive’ characteristic of the load side, coordinated restoration between the TS and DS has been barely discussed.

Neglecting distribution system operation characteristics has impeded the bulk system restoration. For example, in the Arizona-Southern California Outage in 2011, the influence of the power flow of the DS to TS was not adequately considered, which significantly affected the restoration [5]. On the other hand, the extensive integration of distributed generators (DGs) and demand-side control has converted the ‘passive’ load side into ‘active’. The DS with DGs can provide local power supply to the end-users [6] and send power back to the TS [7], which can facilitate the bulk system restoration. Thus, the coordinated restoration of the TS-DS system needs to be studied.

In recent years, coordination between the TS and DS has attracted increasing attention of several international power grid organizations [8], [9] and independent system operators (ISOs) [10]. The coordination of the TS-DS system has been studied in unit commitment [11], risk assessment [7] and economic dispatch problem [12]. In bulk system restoration, the coordination of TS and DS is meaningful in the load restoration stage since DSs are regarded as the load side at the transmission level and this stage can provide a relatively stable voltage and frequency status for the integration of renewable energy sources (RESs). The load restoration in the TS and the operation of the DS are conventionally conducted separately. Simplifying the DS by the on/off status of the TS substation, the load restoration in the TS can be modeled as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem which focuses on maximizing the load pickup amount in the meshed network [13]-[15]. Regarding the TS as a fixed power supply from the main substation, the operation problems in the DS such as service restoration, outage management and reactive power control, are also transformed into MILP problems in the radial network [6], [16]-[17]. Therefore, a straightforward idea to coordinate the TS-DS system restoration is integrating the common models of TS and DS to form a centralized optimization.

Using the centralized coordination method means all the data of the TS and DSs should be managed by the TSO. It is not applicable because the TSO requires all the parameters of the network, generators and load of the TS and the DSs, while the system data are not fully accessible due to the separately operated TSO and DSOs [11]-[12], [18]. Besides, the centralized method brings a heavy burden for the control center to process data from the whole TS-DS system [11], and the “dispersed, large number and small scale” parameters from the DS level are difficult to be centrally controlled at the TS level [7], [19]. Therefore, the key to achieving efficient coordinated restoration of the TS-DS system is performing a decentralized restoration scheme. The goal of the decentralized scheme is to obtain a decentralized restoration strategy in the TS-DS system. The optimal decentralized restoration strategy depends on the decomposition coordination optimization method. Several distributed or decentralized algorithms are summarized in [20] to realize decomposed coordination in electric power systems. Generally, these methods can be classified into three types: i) the Lagrangian relaxation based methods such as the analytical target cascading (ATC) [11], [21], alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [22] and auxiliary problem principle (APP) [23]; ii) the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions based methods such as optimality condition decomposition (OCD) [24] and heterogeneous decomposition (HGD) [12] and iii) the benders decomposition (BD) method [18], [25]. To realize decentralized calculation in the TS-DS system, the ATC method was used in [11] to solve the coordinated unit commitment problem. Ref. [12] proposed an HGD algorithm to deal with the transmission and distribution coordinated economic dispatch problem. Focusing on voltage problems in the integrated transmission and distribution networks, ref. [18] employed the BD to obtain decentralized reactive power optimization. Among these methods, the ATC is a model-based method for multilevel hierarchical optimization problems and does not require convexity of the model [20]-[21], which makes it attractive to solve the TS-DS system restoration problem. However, in the TS and DS AC power flow calculation, tremendous discrete variables and special constraints in the restoration model cause non-convergence issues for the ATC method. Thus, the ATC method should be improved to solve the decentralized restoration optimization problem.

This paper proposes a decentralized restoration scheme for efficient coordinated restoration of the TS-DS system. Firstly, the TS-DS system is divided into subsystems. Based on the subsystems, the coupled models of the TS and DSs are pre-
sent. Secondly, in order to achieve decentralized decision-making, the optimization models of the TSO and DSOs are decoupled and an interactive iteration between the TS and DSs is designed based on the ATC method. Finally, to further deal with the non-convergence issue of the ATC method with the non-convex restoration model, a new three loop ATC (TL_ATC) method is proposed to simplify decentralized calculation models and provide the optimal decentralized restoration strategy.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. 1) The bulk power system restoration considering the operation of DSs is proposed and realized by the TS and DS coordinated restoration. Thus, the security problems caused by neglecting DS operation characteristics can be avoided. 2) The proposed coordinated restoration uses power supplies at different voltage levels such that it can perform the conventional “top-down” and “bottom-up” restoration idea in parallel [26]-[28]. As such, the restoration process is accelerated. 3) The TL_ATC method is developed by improving the ATC method. The TL_ATC method guarantees the convergence of the decentralized optimization with non-convex models and simplifies the iterative calculation models and provide the optimal decentralized restoration strategy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the problem of the TS-DS system restoration. The realization of decentralized decision-making is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the TL_ATC method to obtain the decentralized restoration strategy. Section V provides the case studies, followed by conclusions.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE TS-DS SYSTEM AND THE COUPLED MODEL OF COORDINATED RESTORATION

This section introduces the TS-DS system restoration. The whole system is divided into subsystems, and the centralized model is transformed into coupled models of TSO and DSOs.

A. Hierarchical and Partitioned Subsystems of the TS-DS system

![Diagram of the TS-DS system]

Similar to the concept of “system of systems” [11], the TS-DS system contains multi-level grids and various elements. The conventional TS consists of traditional generators, loads directly connected to the transmission network and passive DSs (PDS). With renewable energy integrated, RESs, such as large-scale wind farms or solar systems, become new elements of the TS. In the DS, the active distribution system (ADS) is formed with flexible demands and DGs. The two-way communication infrastructures are installed in the TS-DS system to provide bidirectional information exchange between the TSO and DSO [8]. In the restoration process, the TSO and DSO are two kinds of system regulators. As shown in Fig. 1, the TS and DS are physically connected through feeders at substations, and a hierarchical upper-lower structure is determined according to the voltage level of power grids. The TSO has the leading responsibility for system restoration, whereas DSOs manage their own networks [29].

For the system in Fig. 1, the key to dividing the TS-DS system is the physical connection between the TS and DS. As Fig. 2 shows, the power exchange at the boundary bus between the TS and DS is defined as a shared variable (SV). Then, the SV in the TS can be regarded as a pseudo load with power withdrawal while the SV in the DS is a pseudo generator with power injection. Since there is extensive integration of DGs in the DS, the pseudo power withdrawal/injection may be negative if power transmits from the DS to the TS. With SVs and the separate spatial distribution of DSs, the TS-DS system is divided into subsystems. As the TSO has leading responsibility for system restoration, subsystem 0 belongs to the upper level. Subsystems 1- n refer to different parts which are managed by DSO1-DSOn at the lower level.

B. Coupled Restoration Models Based on Subsystems

According to [2], the enhancement of power system resilience in the restoration procedure refers to the rapid completion of the restoration process. Since DSs are load clusters, the TS-DS coordination is applied in the load restoration stage which focuses on large amounts of loads recovery. Hence, the objective of the TS-DS coordinated restoration is to pick up load as much and rapid as possible. The generators have been restarted [14], and they are ramping up with a fixed ramp rate [30].

\[
\text{Max} \quad \sum_{x_{TL, j}} \left( c_{TL, j} x_{TL, j} \right) + \sum_{x_{DL, j}} \left( c_{DL, j} x_{DL, j} \right)
\]

s.t. \quad g(x_{TL, j}, p_{TL, j}, p_{RE, j}, p_{DL, j}, p_{DG, j}, T) \leq 0 \quad (2)

\quad h(x_{TL, j}, p_{TL, j}, p_{RE, j}, p_{DL, j}, p_{DG, j}, T) = 0 \quad (3)

The centralized optimization model of the whole system restoration is described by (1)-(3). The objective is to maximize load recovery amount which contains loads \( p_{TL} \) in the TS and loads \( p_{DL} \) in the DS, and minimize the load pickup/operation time \( T \). The decision variables are binary.
variables of TS and DS load pickup status \(x_{TL}\) and \(x_{DL}\), load pickup time \(T\), the power support \(p_{RES}\) from RESs in TS level and \(p_{DG}\) from DGs in DS level. The SV vector is \(p_{B}\) which contains the boundary powers between the TS and DSSs. \(p_{G}\) is the generator output vector which is proportional to the operation time in each step. Function \(f(T)\) represents the relationship between \(T\) and generator output. \(g(T)\) and \(h(T)\) are all the equality and inequality constraints which contain power supply constraints, AC power flow related constraints, security constraints and boundary power limitations in the TS-DS system.

The optimization of Model (1)-(3) is impractical because of the information privacy issue of the subsystems and the heavy data processing burden of the TS-DS united optimization for the TSO. Thus, based on the structure of the TS-DS system in Fig. 1, all the variables and constraints in Model (1)-(3) are divided for the TS and each DS. Through replacing each \(P_{B}\) by a TS related response variable \(P_{CB}\) and a DS related target variable \(P_{DB}\), the optimization Model (1)-(3) can be rewritten as (4)-(9). In Model (4)-(9), the constraints and the decision variables are separated according to the subsystems in Fig. 2. The inequality and equality constraints (2) and (3) are divided into (5) and (6) of the TS and (7) and (8) of the \(j\)th DS, and so do the decision variables. In the model, the subsystems are coupled by \(\sigma\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \left( \sum_{i \in N_T} \left( c_{TL,i} P_{TL,i} x_{TL,i} \right) + \sum_{j \in D_{i}} \left( c_{DL,j,i} P_{DL,j,i} x_{DL,j,i} \right) \right) - \sum_{i \in N_G} f_i(T) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad g_{TS}(x_{TL}, P_{G}, P_{RE}, P_{G_{B}}; T) \leq 0 \\
& \quad h_{TS}(x_{TL}, P_{G}, P_{RE}, P_{G_{B}}; T) = 0 \\
& \quad g_{DS_j}(x_{DL,j}, P_{DG_j}, P_{B_{j}}; T) \leq 0 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \\
& \quad h_{DS_j}(x_{DL,j}, P_{DG_j}, P_{B_{j}}; T) = 0 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \\
& \quad \sigma_j = P_{G_{B}} - P_{B_{j}} = 0 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis}
\end{align*}
\]

Based on the Lagrangian decomposition method [31], the constraint set \(\sigma = [\sigma_1, \sigma_2, ..., \sigma_j] = 0\) is transformed into \(\Phi(\sigma)\) in objectives, and Model (4)-(9) is further transformed into a TS optimization model (10)-(12) at the upper level and several DSO optimization models (13)-(15) at the lower level. Models (10)-(15) correspond to the subsystems in Fig. 2.

**upper level:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \sum_{i \in N_T} \left( c_{TL,i} P_{TL,i} x_{TL,i} \right) - \sum_{i \in N_G} f_i(T) + \Phi(\sigma) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad g_{TS}(x_{TL}, P_{G}, P_{RE}, P_{G_{B}}; T) \leq 0 \\
& \quad h_{TS}(x_{TL}, P_{G}, P_{RE}, P_{G_{B}}; T) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

**lower level:**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \sum_{i \in N_{DS_j}} \left( c_{DL,j,i} P_{DL,j,i} x_{DL,j,i} \right) + \Phi(\sigma) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad g_{DS_j}(x_{DL,j}, P_{DG_j}, P_{B_{j}}; T) \leq 0 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \\
& \quad h_{DS_j}(x_{DL,j}, P_{DG_j}, P_{B_{j}}; T) = 0 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the connection between subsystems are still maintained since the non-separable penalty function \(\Phi(\sigma)\) in (10) and (13) depends on more than one subsystem. Despite in a decentralized form, the optimization models are still coupled by the penalty function \(\Phi(\sigma)\). The coupling prevents the TSO and each DSO making decisions independently based on their own operation and control regulations.

### III. Decentralized Decision-Making Framework for Coordinated Restoration

This section introduces the decentralized decision-making framework constructed by model decoupling and iterative interaction process. The model decoupling allows coordinating the entities within TSO and each DSO by independent optimization. The coordination between the TSO and each DSO is achieved by the iterative interaction process.

#### A. Decoupled Restoration Optimization Models of TSO and DSOs

The augmented Lagrangian method with a quadratic penalty term (5) is used to relax the constraints set \(\sigma\) in model (2) [32].

\[
\Phi(\sigma) = v^T \sigma + \|w \cdot \sigma\|_2^2 = \sum_{j \in D_{i}} \left( V_j \cdot \sigma_j + \|V_j \cdot \sigma_j\|_2^2 \right)
\]

where \(v\) is a Lagrangian multiplier parameter vector while \(w\) is a vector of the quadratic term. These two vectors are penalty multipliers of model decoupling and are updated during the iterative process, which is discussed in Subsection B. The symbol \(\odot\) represents the Hadamard product which is an entry-wise multiplication of two vectors.

![Fig. 3. Coordination within TS (a) and coordination within each DS (b)](image)

Since \(\sigma\) means the distance between the response variable \(P_{G_{B}}\) and target variable \(P_{DB}\), the target variables are the only external variables for the TSO optimization model (10)-(13) while the response variable is the only unmanaged one for each DSO model (13)-(15). Therefore, based on the ATC method [32], a feasible way to handle the external variables for the TSO and DSOs is to consider them as parameters. As shown in Fig. 3, with fixed values of the external variables, the coordination within TS and each DS can easily be achieved by separated optimization. The TSO coordinates output of generators and RESs, load pickup and boundary powers \(P_{G_{B}}\) in the TS, and the DSO coordinates DG output, load pickup and boundary power \(P_{DB}\) in the DS.

The detailed decoupled optimization models for the TSO and DSOs are listed based on (10)-(15).

#### Upper level model for TSO:

1) **Objective function:** The objective of the TSO is to maximize (17) to achieve load recovery as much and soon as possible. It contains the amount of TS recovered load, the generator output amount and the penalty function of a load restoration strategy. Since the generator output is proportional to the operation time (18), this objective also provides a suitable
load pick-up time. \( k \) and \( l \) are the outer and inner loop numbers which are introduced later.

\[
\text{Maximize } \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_e} c_{i,T_s} p_{G,i}^j - \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_m} (p_{G,i,\text{min}} + RT^{k,i}) - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_D} \left( v_j^T (PD_{ij}^j - PG_{ij}^j) + \|v_j^T (PD_{ij}^j - PG_{ij}^j)\|^2 \right) \tag{17}
\]

2) Power supply constraints: The power supply in TS contains different types of traditional generators such as hydro unit, steam unit and combustion turbines, and RES such as large-scale wind farms. In the load restoration stage, the conventional generators are ramping up with ramp rate \( r_i \) between the upper and lower limits [30] and the related constraints are presented in (18). Restoration step time is shown in (19) and wind farms output limitation is (20).

\[
p_{G,i} = \max \left\{ p_{G,i,\text{ini}} + RT^{k,i}, p_{G,i,\text{max}} \right\} \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_G
\]

\[
\nu \min \left\{ p_{G,i,\text{ini}} + RT^{k,i}, p_{G,i,\text{max}} \right\} \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_G \tag{18}
\]

\[
T_{\text{min}} \leq T^{k,i} \leq T_{\text{max}} \tag{19}
\]

\[
p_{RE,i,\text{min}} \leq p^{k,i} \leq p_{RE,i,\text{max}} \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_{RE} \tag{20}
\]

3) Transmission power balance constraints: According to the meshed transmission network, the power balance constraints corresponded to the AC power flow calculation are presented in (21)-(26), where \( p_n \) and \( q_n \) are the active and reactive power of node \( n \), and the active and reactive power of branch \( kn \).

\[
p_n = -x_{k,n} p_{R,k,n} - 2 x_{k,n} V_n (g_{k,n} \cos \theta_{k,n} + b_{k,n} \sin \theta_{k,n}) \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{TS} \tag{21}
\]

\[
q_n = -x_{k,n} q_{R,k,n} + 2 x_{k,n} V_n (g_{k,n} \sin \theta_{k,n} - b_{k,n} \cos \theta_{k,n}) \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{TS} \tag{22}
\]

\[
p_{G,n} = \sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} P_{DS,n} \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{TS} \tag{23}
\]

\[
q_{G,n} = \sum_{n \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} Q_{DS,n} \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{TS} \tag{24}
\]

\[
P_{DS,n} = V_{n,\text{min}}^2 q_{G,n} - V_{n,\text{max}}^2 (g_{n} \cos \theta_{n} + b_{n} \sin \theta_{n}) \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n} \tag{25}
\]

\[
Q_{DS,n} = -V_{n,\text{max}}^2 q_{G,n} - 2 V_{n,\text{max}} (g_{n} \sin \theta_{n} - b_{n} \cos \theta_{n}) \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n} \tag{26}
\]

4) Security constraints: As security constraints, branch flow, voltage, reserve constraints and boundary power limitation are (27), (28), (29)-(30) and (31), respectively. Therein, constraint (18) is a linear frequency limit considering the total capacity of restored generators \( s \) and their frequency response constant \( \varepsilon \) [33]. Specially, considering the N-1 security criterion of generator, (29) and (30) ensure that the required spinning reserve and dynamic reserve are provided in the restoration procedure. Equation (31) is the boundary power flow limit between the TS and each DS, and its number equals to the number of distribution systems.

\[
S_{\text{min}}^2 = P_{\text{G,n}}^2 + Q_{\text{G,n}}^2 \leq S_{\text{max,DS}}^2 \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{DS} \tag{27}
\]

\[
V_{n,\text{min}} < V_n < V_{n,\text{max}} \quad \forall n \in \mathcal{N}_{TS} \tag{28}
\]

\[
f_{\text{max}} = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_e} c_{i,T_s} p_{TL,i} + \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_D} PG_{ij}^j + \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_m} p_{RE,i} j / \sum_{r \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} c_{r} \leq f_{\text{max}} \tag{29}
\]

\[
p_{G,j} \leq \sum_{r \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} \left( p_{G,f,\text{max}} - p_{G,f,\text{min}} + p_{ij}^j \right)
\]

\[
- x_{ij}^j (PD_{ij}^j - PG_{ij}^j) + \|v_j^T (PD_{ij}^j - PG_{ij}^j)\|^2 \right) \tag{30}
\]

\[
-P_{B,j,\text{max}} \leq P_{B,j} \leq P_{B,j,\text{max}} \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{N}_{DS} \tag{31}
\]

Note that the operation conditions of DSs are considered in the TS restoration optimization model through the target variables \( PD_{ij}^j \).

Lower level model for DSO: The power supply in the DS is DGs, and the related DG output constraints are (22)-(23). \( p_{DG,i,\text{min}} \leq p_{DG,i} \leq p_{DG,i,\text{max}} \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_{DG} \) \( q_{DG,i,\text{min}} \leq q_{DG,i} \leq q_{DG,i,\text{max}} \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_{DG} \)

3) Distribution power balance constraints: Equations (35)-(36) are DisFlow equations [17] a unidirectional single branch radial distribution network. \( P_{DS,n} \) and \( Q_{DS,n} \) are active and reactive power flow from node \( n \) in the DS branch.

\[
P_{DS,n} = -x_{ij}^j P_{ij} + \sum_{r \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} \frac{P_{DS,n}^2 + Q_{DS,n}^2}{V_{\text{r,na}}^2} - p_{DS,n} \tag{35}
\]

\[
Q_{DS,n} = \sum_{r \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n}} \frac{P_{DS,n}^2 + Q_{DS,n}^2}{V_{\text{r,na}}^2} - q_{DS,n} \quad \forall \eta \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n} \tag{36}
\]

4) Security constraints: Security constrains in DS are voltage limit (39)-(40), power loss limit (41) and boundary power limit (42). This model assumes that the switch devices are available in the distribution network, hence, loads can be connected/disconnected [34], [36]-[37].

\[
V_{\text{r,na}}^2 = V_{n,i}^2 - 2 (r_{n,i} p_{DS,n} + x_{n,i} q_{DS,n}) \tag{39}
\]

\[
+p (r_{n,i} x_{n,i} p_{DS,n} + q_{DS,n}) \quad \forall \eta \in \mathcal{N}_{n,i} \tag{40}
\]

\[
L_{\text{r,na}} = r_{n,i} p_{DS,n} + q_{DS,n} \quad \forall \eta \in \mathcal{N}_{DS,n} \tag{41}
\]

\[
-P_{B,j,\text{max}} \leq P_{B,j} \leq P_{B,j,\text{max}} \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{N}_{DS} \tag{42}
\]
In the \( j \) th DS optimization model, the TS condition is considered by embedding the response variables \( P_{G_{B}} \).

B. Iterative Interaction Between TSO and DSO

Through decoupled optimization, the TSO coordinates the entities in the TS and the DSO coordinates the ones in the DS. However, the coordination between the TS and DSs is required to complete the decentralized decision-making. In order to address this problem, an inner-outer iteration is proposed based on the ATC method [31]-[32].

Fig. 4 shows the iterative interaction process. The inner loop is the interaction between TSO and DSO and the outer loop updates penalty multipliers of model decoupling. In each iteration, the TSO and DSOs independently determine their restoration strategies based on the TSO Model (17)-(31) or DSO Model (32)-(42). Then, the values of boundary power are sent to the other level. DSOs acquire the value of response variables \( PD_{B} \) from the TSO. Then, as the result of the decentralized decision-making, DSOs sent back the value of the target variable \( PG_{B} \) to the TSO. On the contrary, the TSO receives the target variables \( PG_{B} \) with fixed values for decision-making and provides the values of response variables \( PD_{B} \) to DSOs. The detailed inner-outer loop calculation for the iterative interaction is shown in Appendix A.

IV. DECENTRALIZED OPTIMIZATION METHOD TO SOLVE NON-CONVEX RESTORATION PROBLEM

In this section, the TL_ATC method is proposed to guarantee the convergence of decentralized optimization of the non-convex restoration model. First, the original models of the TSO and DSO are transformed into mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) and MILP models. Using these preprocessed models, a three loop iterative algorithm is designed to obtain the optimal decentralized restoration strategy. Applying the TL_ATC method, the results of the MIQP models can be obtained by iteratively performing QP and MILP.

A. Pre-processing of TSO and DSO Optimization Models

The pre-processing, which includes constraints linearization and binary variable relaxation, is to construct different mathematical forms of the TSO and DSO optimization models. For the TSO model, a linear-programming approximation of AC power flow (LPAC) method [39] is employed to achieve linearization of power flow constraints. Then, (25)-(26) can be replaced by (43)-(47). Besides, the quadratic constraint of branch flow (27) is linearized by (48)-(51).

In the \( j \)th DS optimization model, the TS condition is considered by embedding the response variables \( P_{G_{B}} \).

The TS-DS interaction is the boundary information exchange between the TS and DS. The boundary information refers to the value of boundary power calculated by the TSO and each DSO, respectively. Thus, although there is a bulk system and complex operation information in the coordinated restoration of TS-DS system, the decentralized decision-making is implemented by interaction of boundary power. The restoration strategies from different subsystems influence each other by the coordination of boundary power between the TS and DS. Even though the TSO and DSOs have different objectives, the overall objective of the TS-DS system is still realized through the coordination of the decentralized decision-making.

The combination of updating the Lagrangian multiplier and augmented Lagrangian penalty function is the method of multipliers, which is proven to converge to the optimal solution of the original problem when models are convex [37]. That means although decisions are made in a decentralized way, the overall system performance target can still be achieved. The ATC method with the method of multipliers makes the decentralized decision-making framework possible to implement, however, its convergence requires convexity of the objective function and constraints [38] while the models of the TSO and DSOs are non-convex and discontinuous with complex constraints and tremendous binary variables of load pick-up. Since the quadratic term of the penalty function with a large value of \( w \) can act as a local “convexifier”, the ATC method may provide a result for the non-convex problem. However, this will lead to a compromise for the global optimality with an unacceptable optimization gap for the load restoration models. These problems are addressed in Section IV.
that load pickup variables in (59) and the DSO Model M2 in (60) are MIQP models with binary variable vectors \(x_{TL}\) and \(x_{DL}\). If \(x_{TL}\) and \(x_{DL}\) are relaxed to continuous ones, M1 and M2 are transformed to quadratic programming (QP) models.

**M1**: objective (17)  
\[
s.t. \ (18)-(24),(28)-(31),(43)-(51) \tag{59}
\]

**M2**: objective (32)  
\[
s.t. \ (33)-(36),(40),(42),(52)-(58) \tag{60}
\]

In addition, the completely independent models of the TSO (M3) and DSO (M4) are created to perform the TL_ATC method. Both M3 in (46) and M4 in (47) are MILP models. \(z\) is the iterative index of the TL_ATC method.

\[
\begin{align*}
M3: & \quad \text{Max } \sum_{i \in N_{DL}} \left( c_{TL,i} x_{TL,i} + \sum_{j \in N_{G_i}} \left( p_{G_j,i} + R T_j \right) \right) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad (18)-(24),(28)-(31),(43)-(51) \tag{61}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
M4: & \quad \text{Max } \sum_{i \in N_{TL}} \left( c_{DL,i} x_{DL,i} + \sum_{j \in N_{G_i}} \left( p_{G_j,i} + R T_j \right) \right) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad (33)-(36),(40),(42),(52)-(58) \tag{62}
\end{align*}
\]

**B. Iteration Process of TL_ATC**

Based on the inner-outer loop iteration of the ATC method, the third loop with the iterative index \(z\) is added to form the three-loop iterative structure. The third loop is designed to deal with the binary variables in the restoration model. Three types of models are required in the proposed TL_ATC method as shown in Fig. 5: Type1: M1 and M2 with the binary variables being set as continuous variables between 0-1, Type2: M1 and M2 with binary variables the fixed values of load pickup and Type3: M3 and M4 with boundary power with fixed values. The final restoration strategy of the TS-DS system can be determined as long as the convergence conditions of the three loops iteration are satisfied.

Using the Models in (59)-(62) (M1, M2, M3 and M4), the flowchart of the TL_ATC method is shown in Fig. 5, and the detailed iterative process is listed as follows:

**Step 0**: (Initialize) Set \(z=0\) and obtain TSO and DSO models M1, M2, M3 and M4.

**Step 1**: (Solve the QP problem) Apply the ATC method to M1 as the upper level model and M2 as the lower level models. Note that load pickup variables in \(x_{TL}\) and \(x_{DL}\) are all relaxed to continuous variables. Therefore, models in this stage are quadratic programming (QP) problems.

**Step 2**: (Solve the MILP problem) Use the optimal boundary power \(P_{B}^*\) obtained from Step 1. The MILP models M3 and M4 are solved with fixed \(PD_{B}^*\) and \(PC_{B}^*\), respectively. Note that load pickup variables in \(x_{TL}\) and \(x_{DL}\) are binary variables and the optimal result is obtained by solving the MILP model.

**Step 3**: (Check convergence) Check (63)-(65) where \(F\) is the summary value of TSO objective (17) and DSO objectives (32). If (63) and (64) are satisfied or the iteration limit (65) is reached, the final converged result is obtained, otherwise, proceed to Step 4.

**Step 4**: (Solve the QP problem) Set \(z=z+1\). Applying ATC to M1 and M2 with fixed load pickup variables obtained from Step 2. Since the binary variables are fixed, the model is a QP problem.

As shown in Fig. 5, the TL_ATC method still has the form of decentralized optimization. The TL_ATC method is feasible as long as the models of the TSO and DSO are convex after relaxing the binary variables. Consequently, it is convenient to integrate the existing TS restoration models and the general operation models of DS. The convergence of the TL_ATC is proved in Appendix B.

The TL_ATC method improves the ATC method by computational scale reduction and mathematical programming model simplification. Compared with the ATC method, the TL_ATC method reduces computational scale of the models by decreasing the number of variables and related constraints. Besides, the TL_ATC method performs QP and MILP, while the ATC method does MIQP. Overall, the TL_ATC method not only guarantees the convergence but also improves the computation efficiency by solving the models with the simpler mathematical programming form and smaller computational scale.

**V. CASE STUDY**

Three systems are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The first one, named as T6D2, including one six-bus TS and two ADSs. The second system is T118D30 which contains the IEEE-118-bus test system and 30 ADSs. The third one is a real-world TS-DS system in Dongying City, Shandong province, China. It has 5 major plants in the TS and 23 DGs in DS, 113 nodes, 52 transmission lines and 77 distribution lines of 220kV and 110kV voltage level, respectively. All case studies were conducted using Gurobi V7.5.1 on a computer with the Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
2400 CPU and 4 GB RAM. The initial values of the TS boundary power $P_{B_u}$ for all the tested system are set as 0. The simulation conditions are presented in Appendix C.

A. Iterative Interaction Process of Determining the Coordinated Restoration Strategy

The T6D2 system is shown in Fig. 6. There are a TSO for the TS, DSO1 for ADS1 with five loads and two DGs and DSO2 for ADS2 with four loads and two DGs. All the parameters of the T6D2 system are the same as in [11]. The detailed process of obtaining the coordinated restoration strategy is presented as follows.

![Six-bus system with two ADGs](image)

**Fig. 6.** Six-bus system with two ADGs

i) Firstly, binary variables of load pickup are relaxed to continuous ones to obtain the upper bound of the objective. DSO1 and DSO2 perform decentralized decision-making by parallel optimization calculation. According to the result, the two ADSs determine the target variables, which are the boundary powers of the lower level, as $P_{D_u}=[7.27, 15.56]$ MW. Considering the boundary power of DSOs and its own objective, the TSO decides the response variables, which are the boundary powers of the upper level, to be $P_{B_u}=[6.27, 14.56]$ MW. After the coordination process through 4 inner loop iterations and 2 outer loop iterations, the values of SVs between the TS and DS are $P_{B}=[6.65, 14.86]$ MW. ii) Secondly, load pickup variables return to binary forms. With fixed SVs in $P_{B}$, the TSO determines its restoration strategy as $x_{TL}=[1]$ and $p_{DG}=[58.78, 36.73, 26.27]$ MW, while two DSOs have strategies as $p_{DG}, x_{DL}=10, 12$ MW, $x_{DL}, x_{TL}=1, 0, 1, 0, 1$ and $p_{DG}, x_{TL}=20, 15$ MW, $x_{DL}, x_{TL}=1, 0, 1, 0$, respectively. iii) Thirdly, regarding load pickup variables as fixed ones, there is another coordination process for the TS and DSOs. Through 2 third loop iterations, the unit generation of the TS is adjusted to be $P_{B}=[58.15, 37.14, 26.72]$ MW and SVs are changed to $P_{B}=[6, 16]$ MW. Applying the new SVs, the load pickup variables do not change. Therefore, the final coordinated restoration strategy of the TS-DS system is obtained.

In the final coordinated restoration strategy, the outputs of G1, G2 and G2 are 58.78 MW, 36.73 MW and 26.27 MW, respectively, and the outputs of DGs in the DS1 are 10 MW and 12 MW while the outputs of DGs in the DS2 are 20 MW and 15 MW. Set the initial time of the TS-DS coordination as 0 min, then, at 8.89 min, load L of the TS, L1 L3 L4 of DS1 and L1 L3 of DS2 are picked up. Applying this strategy, the boundary exchange powers are 6 MW for TS-DS1 and 16 MW for the TS-DS2.

B. Performance of TL_ATC using the T118D30 system

T118D30 system has 118-bus transmission system with 30 ADSs. The ADS is the IEEE-33 DS with five DGs. The computation performance of this case is listed in Table I. Set $\beta=1$. The iteration limitation of the inner, outer and the third loop for the T118D30 system are all 50.

For the purpose of comparison, the original ATC method is also applied in the system. The calculation time, objective value $F$ and iteration number under different convergence thresholds are shown in the Table I. Besides, the objective value of the centralized optimization is demonstrated to show the optimization gap of these two methods. According to the result, a higher requirement of convergence thresholds increases iteration numbers of the ATC and TL_ATC, however, the latter performs better in computation time. That is because the mathematical programming models in the TL_ATC method are QP and MILP while the ATC method performs MIQP. Based on the TL_ATC method, model optimizations in the iteration process are with many fixed variables so that the computational scales are smaller.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYS</th>
<th>ATC1</th>
<th>ATC2</th>
<th>ATC3</th>
<th>TL1</th>
<th>ATC1TL2</th>
<th>ATC2TL3</th>
<th>TL3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F (s)</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization Gap</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration (k, l)</td>
<td>(2, 12)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(3, 21)</td>
<td>(3, 24)</td>
<td>(4, 11, 32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence threshold</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.01$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.01$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.001$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.001$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_1=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_2=0.1$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_3=0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7.** Target and response power of bus 24 (a), boundary power mismatch between TS and DS of 30 buses (b), objective value changes (c) in iteration process and the status of convergence threshold (d).
TL3_Mis less than 0.001 MW (Fig. 7 (b)). The mismatch ATC1_Mis equals to almost 1.1%, and much higher than the acceptable 0.1% mismatch in the decentralized computation method. Moreover, the multi-step restoration process will accumulate the error, which may finally lead to security violation. Thus, the ATC is not feasible in this case. In Fig. 7 (c), the changes of the objective function values of ATC (ATC1_F/ATC2_F) and TL_ATC (TL3_F) in the iteration process are presented. The objective function value of the TL_ATC is higher than ATC and close enough to the centralized one with 0.12% optimization gap. Fig. 7 also shows the iteration process of the ATC when the required convergence thresholds are 0.01 (ATC2). In this condition, the reason of the non-convergence problem is the convergence threshold ATC2_ε1 cannot reach 0.01 as shown in Fig. 7 (d). This further leads to the target variable PD0 and response variable PG0 not close to each other by the outer loop in (a) and the mismatch of each boundary power ATC2_Mis is beyond 1 MW in (b). Therefore, the result is infeasible although the objective values ATC2_F is better than the centralized optimization. In summary, the TL_ATC method not only has better convergence performance but also improves the restoration strategy by a 28.08 MW increase of the objective function value.

C. Comparison of the Conventional Restoration Strategy and Coordinated One in Real-world System

In the conventional restoration strategy of city Dongying, the load side includes the loads connected to the TS directly and DSS with or without DGs. The DSS participate in the process as load blocks with fixed load amount. Considering the integration of DGs, the operation center of city Dongying would like to take advantage of the ‘active’ characteristic of load side to benefit bulk system restoration. Thus, a coordinated restoration strategy is provided by applying the proposed decentralized restoration scheme. For comparison, the conventional restoration scheme, which separates the TS and DSS and regards DSS as load blocks with fixed load amount, is also applied. An optimistic assumption is made in the conventional scheme: DGs have the largest output, thus, each DSS is the possible lowest total load amount.

| TABLE II
RESTORATION EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF DECENTRALIZED COORDINATION SCHEME AND CONVENTIONAL SEPARATED SCHEME |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The restoration efficiency comparison between the decentralized coordination scheme (Decen) and the conventional separated scheme (Conve) is shown in Table II. As can be seen, with the computation time in seconds (Cal_t) and the optimization gap within 0.5% (OP_gap), the proposed TL_ATC method can provide the coordination restoration scheme with high computation efficiency. According to Table II, the coordination scheme improves the objective values in each step and speeds up the load recovery process. Fig. 8 shows the load restoration conditions in detail. Even though a positive assumption (DGs have the largest output) is made in the conventional restoration method, the coordinated one still has better performance. The load recovery (L1) of the coordinated restoration is completed in 7 steps with 67.17 min, while the conventional one (L2) takes 9 steps with 82.14 min.

In the step-by-step restoration process, the voltage and frequency will reach the worst conditions if all the selected loads in the strategy of the current step are picked up at the beginning of this time step. The security violation problem can be avoided if the worst security conditions are within limitations. Fig. 9 shows the worst security condition in different time-interval according to the restoration strategies. Taking bus 3 of the TS as an example, the voltage status of each step in the TS with coordinated strategy (TV3) and conventional strategy (CTV3) as well as Buses 3 and 8 in DS3 (DV3_3 and DV3_8) are shown in Fig. 9 (a). Fig. 9 (b) demonstrates the coordinated and conventional frequency deviations (Coo_f and Con_f) in each step. Accordingly, the voltage and frequency of the two schemes both can be kept within the security constraints (the red dotted line) even in the worst condition. That means the coordination method speeds up the restoration process with the same security constraints as the conventional one. The better performance depends on the efficient matching of power supply and demand by the coordination in the TS-DS system, which is further explained in Fig.10.
other. This part of power supply can be adjusted flexibly according to the restoration requirement of each step and improves the objective function value. The other aspect is the open choice of the role, a power consumer or a power supplier, that the load side plays. In Fig. 10, the value of boundary power of Bus 6 is negative in the former steps. That means the coordinated restoration allows the load side to provide power support when necessary. This action benefits the coordinated restoration by improving the whole objective function value and restoring more important loads in the earlier stage.

Fig. 10. Boundary powers of bus 3 and bus 6 of TS in the iteration process of coordinated restoration

VI. CONCLUSION

A new coordinated restoration of the TS and DSs is presented considering the operation of DSs in the bulk system restoration. A decentralized restoration scheme, which contains the decentralized decision-making framework and the TL_ATC decentralized optimization method, is designed to achieve the coordinated restoration. With the decentralized decision-making framework, the coupled TS-DS restoration system can be coordinated by independent optimization of subsystems and simple information interaction between TSO and DSOs. The TL_ATC method provides reliable decentralized restoration strategy by guaranteeing the convergence of decentralized optimization with non-convex models. The case study demonstrates the detailed coordinated restoration process and the superiority of the TL_ATC method. By applying the proposed method to a real-world system, the coordinated restoration is proved to be more efficient to enhance resilience than the conventional one.

Concentrating on the spatial coordination in the restoration process of the TS-DS system, this paper constructs the decentralized restoration scheme. To achieve the spatial-temporal coordination of the TS-DS restoration, further work will focus on the dynamic process of restoration as well as the uncertainty of RESs.

APPENDIX A

The ATC based inner-outer loop calculation under the decentralized decision-making framework.

Step 0: (Initialize) Set $k=0$ for the outer loop and $l=0$ for the inner loop. Define the values of $PG_{B,j}$, $v_j$ and $w_j$ ($j \in \text{Dis}$) for the first iteration.

Step 1: (Inner loop) Set $l=l+1$. 1) DSO: Solve model (18)-(27) with fixed $PG_{B,j}$ from the last iteration and get $PD_{B,j}$. 2) TSO: Solve model with fixed $PD_{B,j}$ (6)-(17) and obtain $PG_{B,j}$ for next iteration in the DSO part.

Step 2: (Check convergence) 1) Inner loop check: Check the inner loop convergence equations (A-1), (A-2). If they are satisfied or the inner iteration limit (A-3) is reached, proceed to 2) for the outer loop check, otherwise, return to step 1.

$$PG_{B,j}^{l,k} - PG_{B,j}^{l,k-1} \leq \epsilon_l \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \quad (A-1)$$

$$PD_{B,j}^{l,k} - PD_{B,j}^{l,k-1} \leq \epsilon_l \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \quad (A-2)$$

$l \geq L \quad (A-3)$

2) Outer loop check: Check equations (A-4), (A-5). $F_i$ is the objective of subsystem $i$. If they are satisfied or the outer loop iteration limit (A-6) is reached, the converged solution is obtained, otherwise, go to step 3.

$$PG_{B,j}^{l,k} - PG_{B,j}^{l,k-1} \leq \epsilon_2 \quad \forall j \in \text{Dis} \quad (A-4)$$

$$\frac{F^{k,l}_{xy} - F^{k-1,l}_{xy}}{F_{xy}} \leq \epsilon_3 \quad \forall \text{sys} \in \text{TS \lor DSs} \quad (A-5)$$

$k \geq K \quad (A-6)$

Step 3: (Outer loop) Set $k=k+1$ and update penalty parameters $v_j$ and $w_j$ according to (A-7) and (A-8).

$$v_j^{l+1} = v_j^l + 2 \left( w_j^l \right) \left( PD_{B,j}^{l,k} - PG_{B,j}^{l,k} \right) \quad (A-7)$$

$$w_j^{l+1} = \beta w_j^l \quad (\beta \geq 1) \quad (A-8)$$

APPENDIX B

The proof of the convergence of the TL_ATC method. Problem (1) can be rewritten as (B-1).

$$\text{Max } F \left( x_L, p_G, p_B, p_{DG} \right)$$

\text{s.t. } \quad x_L \in \Theta_L, p_G \in \Theta_G, p_B \in \Theta_B, p_{DG} \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-1)$$

According to the flowchart in Fig. 5, binary variables in $x_L$ are relaxed as continuous variables. Solve the model, then, there is the maximum value of objective $F_{\text{max}}$ and the optimal result of $p_B$. Note that $F_{\text{max}}$ can be the upper bound of objective value in model (B-1) with binary variable vector $x_L$.

Define $x_L$ as the vector of binary variables. Solve (B-2) with fixed $p_B$ as $P_B^*$ and get the optimal result of $x_L, p_G$ and $p_{DG}$ as $x_L^*, p_G^*$ and $p_{DG}^*$. Then, formula (B-3) can be obtained.

$$\text{Max } F \left( x_L^*, p_G^*, p_B^*, p_{DG}^* \right)$$

\text{s.t. } \quad x_L^* \in \Theta_L, p_G^* \in \Theta_G, p_B^* \in \Theta_B, p_{DG}^* \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-2)$$

$$F \left( x_L^*, p_G^*, p_B^*, p_{DG}^* \right) \geq F \left( x_L^*, p_G^*, p_B^*, p_{DG}^* \right)$$

$$\forall x_L \in \Theta_L, \forall p_G \in \Theta_G, \forall p_B \in \Theta_B, \forall p_{DG} \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-3)$$

Solve (B-4) with fixed $x_L$ as $x_L^*$ and get the optimal result of $P_B, p_G$ and $p_{DG}$ as $P_B^{x_L^*}, p_G^{x_L^*}$ and $p_{DG}^{x_L^*}$. Then, formula (B-5) can be obtained.

$$\text{Max } F \left( x_L^*, p_G, p_B, p_{DG} \right)$$

\text{s.t. } \quad x_L = x_L^*, p_G \in \Theta_G, p_B = P_B^{x_L^*}, p_{DG} \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-4)$$

$$F \left( x_L^*, p_G^{x_L^*}, P_B^{x_L^*}, p_{DG} \right) \geq F \left( x_L^*, p_G, P_B^{x_L^*}, p_{DG} \right)$$

$$\forall p_G \in \Theta_G, \forall p_B \in \Theta_B, \forall p_{DG} \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-5)$$

Due to (B-3), (B-6) can be obtained when $x_L^*=1$.

$$F \left( x_L^*, p_G^{x_L^*}, P_B^{x_L^*}, p_{DG} \right) \geq F \left( x_L, p_G, P_B^{x_L^*}, p_{DG} \right)$$

$$\forall x_L \in \Theta_L, \forall p_G \in \Theta_G, \forall p_B \in \Theta_B, \forall p_{DG} \in \Theta_{DG} \quad (B-6)$$

Thus, there is formula (B-7):
According to (B-5), (B-8) is obtained.

$$F \left( x^{*}, p_{g}, p_{b}, p_{DG} \right) \geq F \left( x^{*}, p_{g}, p_{b}, p_{DG} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (B-7)

Finally, formula (B-9) is proved.

$$F \left( x^{*}, p_{g}, p_{b}, p_{DG} \right) \geq F \left( x^{*}, p_{g}, p_{b}, p_{DG} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (B-9)

The input data used in the T6D2 system are listed in Tables III–VI. The T118D30 system has IEEE-118 transmission system with 30 ADSs. The ADSs are the modified IEEE-33 systems with five DGs shown in Table XIV. The generator data are presented in Table VII. Table VIII shows the TS boundary buses which connect the TS and 30 DSs. The corresponding load amount is the total load amount of the connected IEEE-33 system. The load amount of each load block in the ADS is proportionally distributed according to the total amount in Table VIII and the initial IEEE-33 system load amount, e.g., the total amount in Table VIII is \( a \), the initial DS total load amount is \( b \) and the DS load amount connected to one bus is \( c \), then, the used load amount is \( b/a*c \). All the other data follows the standard IEEE-118 system and IEEE-33 system.
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